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Established in the year 1985, we, “Gee Cee Chemicals”, are listed
at the apex amidst the list of trustworthy manufacturers, suppliers of
a wide variety of Brown Factice, Nitrex Factice, Softex Factice,
White Factice, Sona Factice and ...

About Us
Established in the year 1985, we, “Gee Cee Chemicals”, are listed at the apex amidst the list of
trustworthy manufacturers, suppliers and exporters of a wide variety of Brown Factice, Nitrex
Factice, Softex Factice, White Factice, Softice Factice, Sona Factice and Turkey Red Oil for the
clients. At our base, each chemical is processed under the guidance of dexterous professionals using
high-grade ingredients and other composites, ensuring its complete purity. Furthermore, our team
members ensure that these chemicals comply with the international industry standards, thus assuring
their rich effectiveness. Owing to their features like accurate composition, effective usage, purity,
longer shelf life, precise pH value, non-toxicity and Eco-friendliness, these chemicals are widely
preferred by the clients in rubber processing industry.

With our main focus towards organized

execution of all the business activities, we have developed a state-of-the-art processing base. This
entire processing setup is manned and handled by our knowledgeable professionals, who ensure that
each activity is carried out in a systematic and detailed manner, avoiding any kind of chaos or hassle
in the business endeavors. Moreover, it is the duty of our team members to ensure that the chemicals
available in our catalog are tested on strict parameters, thus acting effectively in the user application.
With our quality-proven approach, we have been able to...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/geeceechemicals/profile.html

Our Products

VEGETABLE OIL FACTICE

Brown Factice

Nitrex Factice

White Factice

Softex Factice

Our Products

NEW ITEMS

Brown Factice

White Factice Powder

Brown Factice 40 Kg Packing

White Factice 30 Kg Packing

Factsheet
Year of Establishment

: 1985

Nature of Business

: Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees

: 11 to 25 People

CONTACT US
Gee Cee Chemicals
Contact Person: Dhiraj Sharma
PLOT NO B 129,BEHIND GULMOHAR HOTEL SHIRDI ROAD,STICE,SINNAR Sinnar
Nashik - 422401, Maharashtra, India
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